Marzocco Strada EP
Redefining the reliability, durability,
and control of the espresso machine.

Marzocco Strada EP
Independent boilers
Separate boilers for each group head allow barista
to optimize temperature for individual coffees.

Exposed Groups
Perfection of single origins
The aromatic complexity of our blend and the wide range of single origins creates the needs to realize a more stable, reliable,
and versatile machine that enabled us to showcase the very best of these coffees. Because of this shift in the market, our
technicians have selected the “Strada EP”.
The Strada EP, thanks to the Electronic Paddle, has the capability to repeat pressure curves automatically; pressure profiling
allows the barista to bring out different flavor components which affect the balance and body of the shot, and produce a
rounder, softer espresso that highlights brightness, sweetness and delicate notes.
Technical characteristics
Available with 2 or 3 groups on all versions.
- Independent Boilers.
- Thermal Stability System.
- Dual PID (coffee and steam).
- Hot Water Economizer.
- Tall Cups.
- Insulated Boilers.
- Exposed Groups.
- Digital Display.
- Proportional Steam Valve.
- Profile Editor.
- Gear Pumps.
- Portafilters & Precision Baskets.
Groups

2

3

Voltage

V

200V Single/3 Phase
220V Single/3 Phase
380V 3 Phase

200V Single/3 Phase
220V Single/3 Phase
380V 3 Phase

Total rated power

W

4.500 (220V)
4.600 (220/380V)

5.500 (200V)
6.400 (220/380V)

Coffee boiler capacity

lt

2 x 1,3

3 x 1,3

Stema boiler capacity

lt

8,2

11,8

Width

mm / in

800 / 31,5

1.000 / 40

Depth

mm / in

675 / 26,5

675 / 26,5

Height

mm / in

475 / 19

475 / 19

Net weight

kg / lb

85 / 187,4

102 / 224,9
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